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(57) ABSTRACT 

An exemplary embodiment of the invention relates to a 
method for facilitating supply chain collaboration in a net 
Work environment, said supply chain including an enterprise 
and at least one supplier. The method includes generating and 
transmitting an unconstrained forecast to a supplier; receiv 
ing a supplier capability statement in response; and generat 
ing a constrained forecast utilizing the supplier capability 
statement. The constrained forecast is transmitted to the sup 
plier Which responds With a formal commitment to product a 
needed supply indicated in the constrained forecast. The 
method also includes monitoring inventory levels at a replen 
ishment service center by a supplier based upon a formal 
commitment, re?lling inventory items at the replenishment 
service center, and facilitating delivery of the inventory items 
to the enterprise site by transmitting a pull signal to the 
replenishment service center Whereby inventory items are 
delivered in response to the pull signal. 
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NETWORK-BASED SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a divisional of Us. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/9 1 0,544, ?led Jul. 20, 2001, the disclosure 
of Which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] This invention relates generally to inventory man 
agement including supply assessment, commitment and 
replenishment processes, and more particularly, the present 
invention relates to a method for facilitating supply chain 
collaboration in a communications netWork environment. 
[0003] TWo problems facing supply chains today include: 
having insuf?cient quantities of materials on hand to satisfy 
customer demand Which, in turn, can jeopardize a company’s 
ability to do business, and having surplus inventory Which is 
often derived from the effort undertaken to reduce the risks 
associated With not having enough materials. Having a sur 
plus inventory causes a hold of cash and increases the risk of 
loss in assets due to factors such as obsolescence. Other 
causes of risk include unplanned or unexpected orders for 
goods, as Well as order cancellations Which may also impact 
inventory levels. It is more common, hoWever, that factors not 
attributable to customer behavior are the cause of inventory 
management problems. Businesses are continuously striving 
to ?nd neW and better Ways to improve their inventory man 
agement processes in order to reduce these business risks. 
[0004] One of the reasons Why current inventory manage 
ment systems fail is due to ineffective demand forecasting 
methods and de?cient supply replenishment processes uti 
liZed by supply management teams across many industries. 
Predicting future demand for goods and materials is fraught 
With uncertainties Which are further fueled by dynamic eco 
nomic conditions and ?uctuating markets. This instability can 
make forecasting future supply needs especially dif?cult for 
the manufacturing industry. For example, if the manufacturer 
?nds either an increased or reduced demand in the product 
compared to its forecast, strain is placed throughout the sup 
ply chain Where overstocking or depletion of components can 
occur quickly. In addition, if the supplier cannot deliver the 
components, manufacturers Will often not be able to react 
quickly to meet demand, seek alternative sources, etc. With 
out keeping large stock of components on hand at the manu 
facturer’s site, supply problems occur readily. HoWever, 
keeping large stock has additional problems of its oWn, such 
as higher storage costs, an increased loss probability because 
components become outdated, etc. Moreover, electronic parts 
tend to reduce in value With time (i.e., a part that the manu 
facturer purchases in January Will cost less in March and 
much less in June and so on). 
[0005] One solution developed to improve existing inven 
tory management systems includes the establishment of stor 
age Warehouses or replenishment centers for facilitating 
quick and easy access to goods creating a buffer in the event 
of a sudden change in demand. Liability for maintaining and 
delivering these materials from the Warehouse to the manu 
facturer typically remains With the supplier until a ?xed point 
in time such as When the goods are ordered or a demand 
statement is issued by the purchasing manufacturer. The 
manufacturer bene?ts by reducing the costs associated With 
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keeping inventory on hand and enhancing replenishment 
capabilities. By adding a third player (i.e., the Warehouse) to 
the mix, hoWever, additional problems in inventory manage 
ment are presented. For example, coordinating supply 
requirements and forecasts, changes to these requirements, 
and their corresponding delivery schedules can be cumber 
some and prone to error. Multi-party communications 
betWeen supplier, Warehouse, and buyer must be consistently 
accurate and reliable otherWise a breakdoWn in the supply 
chain can occur creating a ‘chain effect’ of inventory delays, 
and/or inaccuracies. 
[0006] SoftWare systems have been developed to address 
inventory replenishment problems utiliZing various tech 
niques. Internal Material Requirements Planning (MRP) or 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems have been 
implemented to manage component supply and demand 
based on a forecast prepared by the manufacturer. As stated 
above, hoWever, forecasts are imprecise, and often subject to 
change. In recent years, to better match actual production 
With forecasts calculated by the MRP system, a Just-in-Time 
(J IT) concept Was developed. In a J IT environment, a netWork 
of phones and faxes is used to monitor each point in an 
assembly line Where someone Would be responsible for 
counting each set of components as they are assembled into a 
product (i.e. a manual pull system). Thereby, the responsible 
party Would order additional components by phone or fax as 
components are running short. HoWever, such JIT systems 
require constant monitoring, and still are highly dependent on 
accurate forecasts. Further, in a J IT environment When 
changes in demand are relayed through the supply chain from 
?nal product assemblers to the subassembly suppliers and 
ultimately to the component suppliers, even the slightest 
delay in communications can have a devastating impact on 
the integration and synchroniZation capabilities of the supply 
chain. 
[0007] One popular trend in inventory management has 
evolved in an effort to alleviate some of the concerns associ 
ated With inventory management problems and is referred to 
as vendor managed inventory. Vendor managed inventory 
(V MI) solutions typically enable a retailer to doWnstream its 
inventory management processes to its suppliers in order to 
reduce the risks associated With surplus inventories and 
underages in inventory levels. VMI attempts to reduce these 
risks by monitoring retailer stock levels and planning inven 
tory replenishment activities based upon forecast data and 
current stock ?gures. 
[0008] While current VMI and softWare solutions provide 
some advantages in facilitating inventory management pro 
cesses, they lack effective forecasting capabilities necessary 
to optimiZe inventory management goals. For example, sup 
ply collaboration solutions currently on the market do not 
factor constrained forecast data into the replenishment pro 
cesses but instead utiliZe unconstrained forecasts Which tends 
to result in an under-consumption of inventory, creating an 
unnecessary surplus. As the manufacturing World begins to 
move to build-to-order environment, greater demands are 
expected from the manufacturer to loWer total costs in the 
complete supply chain, shorten throughput times, reduce 
stock to a minimum and provide more reliable delivery dates 
Without constraining production due to supply issues. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

[0009] An exemplary embodiment of the invention relates 
to a method for facilitating supply chain collaboration in a 
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network environment, said supply chain including an enter 
prise and at least one supplier. The method includes generat 
ing and transmitting an unconstrained forecast to a supplier; 
receiving a supplier capability statement in response; and 
generating a constrained forecast utiliZing the supplier capa 
bility statement. The constrained forecast is transmitted to the 
supplier which responds with a formal commitment to prod 
uct a needed supply indicated in the constrained forecast. 
[0010] The method also comprises monitoring inventory 
levels at a replenishment service center by a supplier based 
upon a formal commitment; re?lling inventory items at the 
replenishment service center; and facilitating delivery of the 
inventory items to the enterprise site by transmitting a pull 
signal to the replenishment service center whereby inventory 
items are delivered in response to the pull signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] Referring now to the drawings wherein like ele 
ments are numbered alike in the several FIGURES: 
[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates a computer network system upon 
which the supplier collaboration tool is implemented in an 
exemplary embodiment; 
[0013] FIG. 2 is a ?owchart describing the implementation 
of the forecast collaboration process of the supplier collabo 
ration tool; 
[0014] FIG. 3 is a ?owchart describing the inventory man 
agement sub-process of the replenishment execution process 
of the supplier collaboration tool; and 
[0015] FIG. 4 is a ?owchart describing the ‘pull’ sub-pro 
cess of the replenishment execution process of the supplier 
collaboration tool. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0016] In an exemplary embodiment, the supplier collabo 
ration tool is implemented via a computer network system 
such as that depicted in FIG. 1. System 100 includes an 
enterprise site 102 which, for purposes of illustration, repre 
sents one of a plurality of electronics manufacturing facilities 
belonging to a business enterprise, although it will be under 
stood that additional sites may be included in system 100 in 
order to realiZe the advantages of the invention. The business 
enterprise of FIG. 1 may be a large manufacturing company 
with manufacturing sites located all over the globe. Thus, 
enterprise site 102 represents one of the facilities operated by 
the business enterprise. Enterprise site 102 comprises divi 
sions or groups which share requirements for common mate 
rials with similar divisions or groups from other sites associ 
ated with the business enterprise. Enterprise site 102 includes 
a client system 104 which represents a ?rst manufacturing 
division (also referred to as group 1) within enterprise site 
102. The terms ‘group’ and ‘division’ are synonymous and 
signify a product, commodity, or specialty manufacturing 
group associated with a business enterprise which share some 
common tasks or business objectives. For example, in a 
manufacturing environment, one group may be Consumer 
Products, and a second group may be High Technology Prod 
ucts. Thus, client system 106 signi?es a second group for 
enterprise site 102. Client systems 104 and 106 request appli 
cations and data via a server 108 via what is commonly 
referred to in the art as a client/ server architecture. It will be 
understood that any number of client systems and/ or groups 
may be employed by enterprise site 102. Server 108 executes 
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the business enterprise’s Material Requirements Planning 
(MRP) and/or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applica 
tions, among other tools or applications suites desired. Appli 
cations such as web server software and groupware applica 
tions are executed by server 108 for facilitating 
communications within site 102 as well as between site 102 
and external entities. Further server 108 is executing database 
management software for communicating with data storage 
device 110. Data storage device 110 serves as a repository for 
a range of databases and data utiliZed by site 102 and which 
will be further explained herein. A communications link 113 
is also included in site 102 which allows client systems 104 
and 106, data storage device 110, and server 108 to commu 
nicate with another. Communications link 113 may be a high 
speed local area network such as an Ethernet, token ring, or 
OSI model network. In a system where more than one site 1 02 

exist, a wide area network (WAN) linking sites together via 
routers, gateways, or similar software and/ or hardware 
devices may be employed. A ?rewall 112 ?lters out unautho 
riZed communication attempts by external entities and pro 
vides data integrity of system resources of site 102. 

[0017] Central server 120 is also included in system 100 
and provides a centraliZed system and location for directing 
and coordinating the activities implemented by the supplier 
collaboration tool as well as other system resources desired 
by the business enterprise. Server 120 may be a collection of 
high powered computers employing multiple processors, 
including scalable memory and high speed capabilities. 
Server 120 is preferably executing applications including a 
central MRP engine, an optimiZation tool, and the supplier 
collaboration tool of the invention. Speci?cally, central server 
120 receives projected forecast data from various groups of a 
business enterprise which may span several enterprise site 
locations. Server 120 aggregates and synthesiZes the forecast 
data, and then generates an unconstrained group level fore 
cast that is transmitted back to associated suppliers for further 
action. Responses received by these suppliers are further 
exploited by server 120 resulting in the generation of a con 
strained forecast which is transmitted to suppliers at the indi 
vidual site level. Commitment responses received from sup 
pliers are processed and a site speci?c build plan is generated 
and implemented via the supplier collaboration tool. Modi? 
cations to build plans are effectuated when desirable via the 
supplier collaboration tool and supply replenishment activi 
ties are carried out accordingly. These processes are further 
described herein in FIGS. 2 through 4. 

[0018] Replenishment service center (RSC) 114 provides 
local storage of supplier goods and inventory under an agree 
ment with site 102. RSC 114 may be a warehouse or com 
mercial storage facility. In one embodiment, RSC 114 
includes client system 115 which is Intemet-enabled and 
which operates web browser software for communicating 
with site 102 and suppliers 116. RSC 114 executes a ware 
house management tool for managing its inventory processes 
and replenishment activities according to agreements estab 
lished between RSC 114, suppliers 116, and enterprise site 
102, as well as replenishment plans developed by the supplier 
collaboration tool. The WMS tool is described further in FIG. 
3. Client system 115 includes data storage for housing records 
generated by activities conducted via the supplier collabora 
tion tool. RSC 114 receives requests for goods and data 
related to inventories from enterprise site 102 and/or suppli 
ers 116. 
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[0019] Suppliers 116 provide goods to enterprise sites for a 
business enterprise and may be geographically dispersed 
around the globe. Suppliers 116 include client systems 118 
Which are Internet-enabled and operate Web broWser soft 
Ware. Alternatively, a client/server architecture may be 
employed by RSC 114 and/or suppliers 116 in order to 
achieve the advantages of the present invention. Such net 
Work architectures are commonly employed in business and 
Will be appreciated by those skilled in the art. 
[0020] RSC 114 is strategically located in close proximity 
to site 102 in order to provide quick inventory deliveries as 
needed. RSC 114 may also be responsible for servicing addi 
tional sites of the business enterprise that are also located 
nearby in addition to site 102 if desired. Suppliers 116 pro 
vide goods to site 102 via RSC 114 based upon demand 
requirements of and/or agreements With site 102. Suppliers 
116 ensure adequate supply levels of goods at RSC 114 via 
netWork communications facilitated by the supplier collabo 
ration tool as Will be described further herein. 

[0021] In an exemplary embodiment, supplier collabora 
tion is provided via a shared communications infrastructure; 
namely, a trade netWork environment. The supplier collabo 
ration tool is executed Within a computer netWork system 
such as system 100 of FIG. 1. This tool features tWo processes 
referred to as a forecast collaboration process and a replen 
ishment execution process. The forecast collaboration pro 
cess is further broken doWn into subprocesses referred to as 
‘try for ?t’ and ‘forecast/ commit’ as described in FIG. 2. The 
replenishment execution process is further broken doWn into 
an ‘inventory management’ sub-process and a ‘pull’ sub-pro 
cess as described in FIGS. 3 and 4 respectively. FIG. 2 
describes the tWo phase forecast collaboration process utiliZ 
ing the supplier collaboration tool. The forecast collaboration 
process involves communicating material requirements fore 
casts to suppliers in order for them to assess their supply 
capabilities against that forecast and to communicate those 
capabilities back to the business enterprise. This process may 
be repeated as often as necessary in order to achieve accurate 
collaborative planning results. Phase 1 is referred to as the ‘try 
for ?t’ sub-process of the supplier collaboration tool Whereby 
suppliers are provided With an unconstrained forecast (step 
202), to Which each supplier responds With a best-can-do 
supply capability statement (herein referred to as ‘supply 
capability statement’), at step 204. The unconstrained fore 
cast represents an aggregated demand or projected forecast 
received from a particular group Which may be scattered 
among a plurality of enterprise site locations. In other Words, 
if there are multiple physical sites for the business enterprise 
Which employ a particular manufacturing group, then the 
unconstrained forecast is aggregated and provided to each 
supplier at the business enterprise group level to Which each 
supplier Will respond With a supply capability statement. For 
example, group 1 submits a demand for 1,000 Widgets of 
Which 400 Were requested by a ?rst enterprise site such as 
enterprise site 102 of FIG. 1 and 600 Were requested by a 
second enterprise site (not shoWn). An unconstrained forecast 
includes the aggregated customer demand exploded into 
time-bucketed materials requirements, Without taking into 
consideration any resource constraints. The unconstrained 
forecast is assembled via a central materials resource plan 
ning (MRP) engine and provided to suppliers over the Web at 
step 202. At step 204, suppliers provide their supply capabil 
ity responses for the unconstrained forecast to the originating 
group via the Web. Supply capability represents the greatest 
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amount of inventory a supplier can make available to the 
buyer in order to satisfy the buyer’s demand over a speci?ed 
time period. 
[0022] In phase 2 of the forecast collaboration process, the 
responses received from the suppliers are fed into a central 
iZed constraint-based optimiZation tool at server 120 (step 
206) to square sets and add capacity constraints in What is 
referred to as a ‘forecast/ commit’ sub-process. The optimiZa 
tion tool may be a planning tool that implodes component 
data, tracing it through a manufacturing cycle up to its ?nal 
product While factoring in constraints and/or business rules. 
This process is referred to herein as ‘squared set analysis’. 
Examples of constraints used by the optimization tool may 
include manufacturing capacity and limited availability of 
components. Square sets represent an exploded demand after 
obtaining optimiZed volumes, thereby avoiding the need to 
generate a demand for components that Will not be consumed. 
Based on the results of this squared set analysis, server 120 
Will produce a squared set build plan Which is sent to the MRP 
engine to generate requirements for a squared set constrained 
forecast at step 210. The resulting constrained forecast should 
be equal to or less than the unconstrained forecast, taking into 
consideration all resource constraints, and limiting the con 
strained forecast to the most limiting constraints. This result 
ing constrained forecast is provided via the Web to only those 
suppliers identi?ed at the site level at step 212, Who then 
respond With a formal commitment also at the site level at step 
214. This formal commitment from the suppliers re?ects 
What they Will build to. 

[0023] FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate the replenishment execution 
process of the supplier collaboration tool Which provides 
enterprise sites, RSC providers, and suppliers With the end 
to-end visibility of inventory that is necessary to insure the 
How of the right material to each site in the needed quantities. 
The process provides visibility to materials in transmit from a 
supplier site to the enterprise RSC, materials at each RSC, and 
materials in transit from each RSC to the respective enterprise 
site. It also facilitates a pull replenishment model versus a 
push model, in order to minimize enterprise oWned inventory 
levels. 

[0024] The inventory management sub-process of FIG. 3 
illustrates the supplier side activities of the replenishment 
execution process. Suppliers agree to build to the forecasts 
that they committed to during the forecast/ commit process at 
step 302. Additionally, suppliers agree to maintain a mini 
mum supply level usually measured in terms of days of sup 
ply (DOS) at each enterprise site’s RSC at step 304. For 
example, a supplier may agree to continuously maintain ten 
days of supply at the RSC. Inventory levels are measured in 
DOS by rationaliZing actual units of inventory, against 
expected consumption (constrained forecast). At step 306, 
each supplier monitors the inventory levels in each RSC and 
re?lls it as needed to maintain the agreed level of inventory 
buffer. In order for each supplier to have visibility to the RSC 
inventory levels, an inventory status is provided to them by 
the RSC Warehouse management system (WMS) at step 306. 
The WMS is an application used by the RSC to manage their 
inventories. The enterprise also likes to maintain visibility to 
the RSC inventory levels as a control measure, and therefore 
also receives an inventory status from the RSC WMS. Each 
time the supplier ships materials to each RSC, either they, or 
the logistics provider must provide an advance ship notice 
With shipping information to both the RSC and the enterprise 
site to provide visibility of the materials in transit at step 308. 
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Materials are subsequently shipped to the site at step 310 and 
the WMS updates it to re?ect the shipment at step 312. 
[0025] FIG. 4 illustrates the enterprise level activities initi 
ated by the site via the pull sub-process of the replenishment 
execution process. The enterprise site Will pull materials as 
needed (e.g., 1-4 times per day) from the RSC by sending a 
pull signal to the RSC at step 402.A pull signal is a request for 
parts (i.e., transfer order) by the enterprise site to the RSC, 
asking the RSC provider to pick the requested parts and to 
deliver them to the RSC Warehouse management system 
(WMS) Which then creates the transfer order for the Ware 
house operators at step 404. Each pull signal has a pull request 
number. After the materials are picked and packed for deliv 
ery at step 406, a Goods Issued (GI) document is created at 
step 408 containing the pull request number, and provided to 
the enterprise at step 410, giving the enterprise visibility that 
the requested parts are on the Way. Once the parts are deliv 
ered to the enterprise site at step 412, they are then received by 
creating a goods receipt (GR) at step 414. To create a GR, the 
pull request number must be reconciled in order for the mate 
rials to be debated to the enterprise WMS at step 416. 
[0026] Combining supply assessments or forecast/commit 
processes With traditional replenishment processes (i.e., 
execution of pull signals and goods issues) into days of supply 
offers bene?ts to supply chain partners in the Way of common 
visibility of demand and supply re-balancing, capacity opti 
miZation, inventory reduction, premium transportation 
expense reduction, and minimization of inventory stock outs. 
[0027] As described above, the present invention can be 
embodied in the form of computer-implemented processes 
and apparatuses for practicing those processes. The present 
invention can also be embodied in the form of computer 
program code containing instructions embodied in tangible 
media, such as ?oppy diskettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, or 
any other computer-readable storage medium, Wherein, When 
the computer program code is loaded into and executed by a 
computer, the computer becomes an apparatus for practicing 
the invention. The present invention can also be embodied in 
the form of computer program code, for example, Whether 
stored in a storage medium, loaded into and/ or executed by a 
computer, or transmitted over some transmission medium, 
such as over electrical Wiring or cabling, through ?ber optics, 
or via electromagnetic radiation, Wherein, When the computer 
program code is loaded into and executed by a computer, the 
computer becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention. 
When implemented on a general -purpose microprocessor, the 
computer program code segments con?gure the microproces 
sor to create speci?c logic circuits. 
[0028] While preferred embodiments have been shoWn and 
described, various modi?cations and substitutions may be 
made thereto Without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention. Accordingly, it is to be understood that the 
present invention has been described by Way of illustration 
and not limitation. 

1. A method for facilitating replenishment execution in a 
netWork environment, said supply chain including an enter 
prise and at least one supplier, the method comprising: 

generating and transmitting an unconstrained forecast to 
said at least one supplier; 

receiving, from said at least one supplier, a supplier capa 
bility statement; 
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generating a constrained forecast using at least one sup 
plier capability statement; 

transmitting said constrained forecast to said at least one 
supplier; and 

receiving, from said at least one supplier, a formal com 
mitment to product a needed supply indicated in said 
constrained forecast. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
monitoring inventory levels at a replenishment service cen 

ter by said at least one supplier based upon said formal 
commitment; 

re?lling inventory items at said replenishment service cen 
ter according to said formal commitment; 

facilitating delivery of said inventory items to a site loca 
tion for said enterprise by transmitting a pull signal to 
said replenishment service center; and 

receiving said inventory items in response to said pull 
signal. 

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein said monitoring said 
inventory levels at said replenishment service center includes 
providing said site location for said enterprise, said at least 
one supplier, and said replenishment service center a visibil 
ity of said inventory materials in transit. 

4. The method of claim 2, Wherein said monitoring said 
inventory levels by said at least one supplier includes main 
taining a minimum supply level. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein said minimum supply 
level is measured in days of supply at said replenishment 
service center. 

6. The method of claim 5, Wherein said days of supply is 
calculated by rationaliZing current units of inventory against 
expected consumption. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein said expected consump 
tion represents said constrained forecast. 

8. The method of claim 2, Wherein said monitoring said 
inventory levels is performed by accessing an inventory status 
provided by said replenishment service center. 

9. The method of claim 2, Wherein said site location for said 
enterprise monitors said inventory levels. 

10. The method of claim 2, Wherein said re?lling said 
inventory items includes: 

providing an advance ship notice to said replenishment 
service center and said site location for said enterprise; 
and 

updating a database to indicate When said inventory items 
are shipped. 

11. The method of claim 2, Wherein said transmitting said 
pull signal to said replenishment service center includes pro 
viding a pull request number to said replenishment service 
center requesting delivery of said inventory items, Wherein a 
transfer order is generated at said replenishment service cen 
ter in response to said pull signal. 

12. The method of claim 11, Wherein a goods issued docu 
ment is created in response to preparing said inventory items 
for delivery, said goods issued document including said pull 
request number. 

13. The method of claim 12, Wherein a goods receipt is 
generated upon delivery of said inventory items, said goods 
receipt associated With said pull request number. 

* * * * * 


